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 png files together with the project file (named Project.xlsx) in the folder ."Photofilters"   . The number of pictures you can use
in the gallery is unlimited. Tag Cloud of multi-language files can save time searching the required information on the Internet.
This software’s a symbol library provides all of the necessary details required to create an attractive library. Every file has an
image effect that includes white/black/gray adjustment, contrast, brightness, sharpness, saturation, hue, etc. and a file size of

only 4 MB. The database is protected with a password, which makes it safe from unauthorized access. Inputs:
BMP/JPG/GIF/GIF+JPG/JPEG-2000/TIF/PCX/PSD/TIFF(PIXEL-FILES) Output:

BMP/JPG/GIF/GIF+JPG/JPEG-2000/TIF/PCX/PSD/TIFF(PIXEL-FILES) Key Features: -Search through 1 million collections.
-Categorize your images by keywords. -Create an instant digital collection with sorting and search options. -Update the

collection every time. -Organize your library by categories and sub-categories. -Create an unlimited number of new themes.
-Add any image to the image library with just a few clicks. -All of the necessary information about the image’s background,

including color, size, shape and brightness. -Change the order of the pictures with a few clicks. -Crop the photos and save them
on the memory card. -Set favorite photos as wallpaper. -Store the photos with background music. -Print the pictures, fill them

up with tags, and apply effects. -Add your own images. -Save your favorite images for future use. -Add photos from the gallery.
-Add images from the Internet. -Add images and album covers. -Add cover images. -Add drawings and music to your photos.
-Add text and apply filters. -Apply amazing effects to images. -Save your images on the memory card. -Create folders in the
gallery. -Read the text from the image and apply custom fonts. -Remove unwanted objects from images. -Crop images and
optimize them for the iPhone. -Save images as wallpaper. -Edit images in the Gallery. -Choose from a wide range of photo
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